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CHAPTER I 
INTRODUCTION 
Histo:r10!1 b$Cg:rOllIlld ~ t:rURo1lne. Acoording to 
Griswold, the trampoline 18 urden1ably a newcomer to 
physioal educatIon. It did not, however, spring into being 
over night, but is the end result ot evolution, rather than 
invention. It is the product of a prooess of development 
Which covers a period of centuries. Trampoline had 1ts 
beginnings in one of man's oldest and most un1versal 
desires, viz., the t1meless and inherent urge to overcom.e 
1gravity. 
Acrobats, tumblers. court jesters, and popular enter­
tainers, s1noe the dawn of hi.tor", have made a source of 
livelihood from performing on the trampoline. Their appeal 
to their audiences was based largely upon their ability to 
defeat, if only for a moment, this force which holds men 
earth-bound. 
These early entertainers realized how appealing their 
feats were to their spectators. Therefore. at an early 
date. they set about to devise am perfect various types of 
apparatus Which would enable them to perform more spectacu­
lar feats. They needed apparatus whioh would give them 
added 11ft and spring. thus allOWing them to overoome 
lLarry Griswold, Trazp~line Tumbll:ns (New York: 
A. S. Barnes and Company. I~~). p. S.. 
2 
gravity wlth greater ease and tor longer periods of time. 
One of the first pieces of apparatus devised for this 
purpose was the springboard, which allowed the performers to 
leap higher with less effort. Consequently, they were able 
to perform skills of much greater difficulty. Another piece 
of apparatus which saw considerable use was called the 
'leaps' and consisted of a flex1ble plank, supported suffi­
ciently clear of the ground by blocks at either end. This 
device enabled the performer to execute a suocession of 
varied acrobatic feats, landing on and rebounding from the 
resilient plank. However, both the springboard and the 
'leaps' had obVious disadvantage which limited and restrioted 
1 
their use. 
Constantly seeking to imprdVe upon these early 
devices, many aorobats and tumblers continued to experiment 
With various types of SP1"ingboards, catapults, and safety 
nets. 
No substantiating eVidence eXists that there was such 
a man, bIlt some think that the inventor of the bounding bed 
2 
apparatus was Du Trampoline who was said to be a Frenoh 
circus acrobat of the Middle Ages. He visualiZed the pos­
sibility of doing tumbling stunts on the safety net whleh 
was suspended under the tlying trapeze acts - He experi­
mented with crude systems of spring suspension, reduced the 
2 Ibid., p. 9­
~ 
3 
size of the net for practioability, and then performed on it 
with a unique repertoire of flips, twists and turns. The 
net was gradually reduced to approximately the size used 
today in the circus. 
Fot" many years the use of the trampoline was confined 
to professional oiroles, there being little recognition of 
its potentialities with 1"eg~ to phYSical eduoation. From 
Europe some of the most outstanding acts migrated to this 
country where they joined a circus. In this way American 
academies were introduced to the art of t1"ampolin1ng. 
Griswold maintains that some of these performers were con­
scientious teachers, as well as expert performers, engender­
ing an enthusiasm for the new actiVity among amateur 
tumblers and gymnastiCS instructors, and influencing many 
coaches of diving and tumbling to include tr&mpollne 
1
tumbling In their program as early as 1926. 
Many Y.M.C.A. direotors, physical education teachers 
and gymnastics coaches adopted the main 1dea of bounding bed 
2
construotion and built them for their gymnasiums and aamps. 
In 1939, atter several years of research and develop­
ment. the Nissen Trampoline was patented and manufaotured on 
a mass production 'basis. The term trampoline aotually was a 
Miohiga.n: 
Braun 
4 
registered trademark belonging to the Nissen Trampoline 
Company of Cedar Rapids. Iowa. A word similar to it had 
been used around circuses tor many years. This had come 
down from the Italian word. 'tramRoli'. which means 'walkirJg 
1 
or performing on stilts'. 
The word trampolIne 1s defined by Webster as a canvas 
sheet supported by springs and a metal frame used as a 
2
springboard in tumblIng andexerelse. 
In German. the word trampo1in reters to a springboard 
or 3uggling. It comes from the word. tremble. or the Latin 
J
stelD ot our words meaning to vibrate. 
The Spanish have a word trAEO:l1n, wRloh translated 
; 
means diving board. In 1936 When Nissen first started 
bu1ld1ng these 'Bounoy Beds'. he ohose the word trar,npoll11e 
as a oomb1natlon of these early circus words With the 
4 
Spanish word tr·ampo11n. and. applied it to his apparatus. 
Physioal educators observed the physioal benef! t8 
whloh trampo11ning produced. When they watched the great 
enthus1asm generated through participatton by a person on 
1 
Frank LaDue and Jim Norman. T1.to seconds of Freedom 
(Cedar Rapids. Iowa: Nissen Corpor.mn. t~34) ,p. 4. 
GNoah Webster. Webster's New Il\ternat1on$1 Diotlonarl. 
Third Edttion. Unabridge(l lCambr'Ri'e. iissachusetts: G & C.. 
Merriam Company. 1961). 
)Loken. ER. cit., p. 1. 
4LaDue • .2R. cit., p. ,. 
•
 
5 
the t.rampoline. they introduced the activity into soholastic 
oircles. DuriQgWorld War II, the trampoline received great 
impettls througb its use in the preflight schools and air 
bases of the United States. 
The trampolines, when they were first brought to the 
physioal eduoation soene, were very heavily oonstructed and 
difficult to move.. The beds were made of solid canvas. 
giving little lift to the performer. Through the oompeti­
tive efforts of the trampoline manufaeturers of the United, 
States, the trampolines have been developed into a fine 
piece of gymnastic apparatus. currentlY. these trampolines 
are available in many sizes, are equipped With lightweight 
basket weave D1'lon beds, Which provide great 11ft to the 
performers. The trampolines may have a suspension of either 
a spring or a cable system. The rubber Gables give a softer 
landing, but are short.. lived. The springs give a harder 
landing but have a longer life span. 
Most trampolines in the schools of today are covered 
with a proteotive pad over the perimeter framing. There­
fore. the trampoline. as we know it today, is exceedingly 
strong, durable, easy to store and mechanioall1 safe. 
Modern eqUipment and more proficient teachers are 
enabling the physioal eduoation student to enjoy the many 
benefits derived trom participating in trampolin1ng. 
6 
I. TO PROBLEM 
The unlt ot trampollne 1n a phySloal education pro­
gram has been sUbJeot to much oontrGt'ers:v. Bohool admInis­
trators and tea·ohers are apprehens1ve about teaohing trampo­
11ne ln physical eduoatlon. Some reasons for this apprehen­
slon are: (1) the misconception of the amount of danger 
involved, (2) the misconoeption. of the frequency of aocl­
dents involved 1n the use of the trampollne, () the laok of 
instruotors with an adequate teachlng baCkground of the 
trampoline, (4) the increase in school insuranoe by some 
lnflluranoe eompanles when trampoline ls lnclu.ded 11'1 the cur­
riculum. and (.5) the adm1nlstt-ators I personal tear of 
potent1al injuries due to student participation on gymnastic 
apparatus. Decislons on controversial SUbjects are often 
made on the baals of prejudice and emotion, with or without 
1factual information or knowledge of alternatives. 
St;atement .s! the problem. It was the P\U'pose of th1s 
study to imtestigate the utilization of the trampoline in 
seleoted SeCH)mary schools in Iowa and to determine the con­
ditions under whieb the actiVity of trampolln1ng 1s presented 
to the Iowa h1gh school physioal eduoation student. 
l:eetty Bartman and Marion Allce sanborn, I$sUEls in 
)?!)laiaal Education (Philadelphia: Lea am Febriger. 19m). 
p. 5. 
7 
This study involved (1) the teacblng baolrgrouM of 
the trampoline instructors, (2) the type of equ1pment used 
in presenting trampoline, (3) the number of 1njurles 
recorded a$i the causes for them (4) the general opin1on of 
a un1t of trampoline and (5) the major benefits the trampo­
I1ne has to offer the physical educat10n student. The 
intent was to seoure pertinent data needed to inform 
teachers and school administrators of the merlbs of the 
ut1lization ot the trampoline in the pl\7sical education pro­
gram for seeoDiary sohools. 
Importanoe .!! ~ sJ;11d.X. This stUdY' wll1 be ot sig­
nificance to the physical education teachers ln the secon­
dary sohools ln Iowa eonoe~ned with the condltions and 
factors whlch are important 1n the safety, and the physical 
and sooial values, and the basic skills presented in the 
teaohing of trampoline. This study may assist other 
teaohers and sohool admin1strators who have doubts about the 
safety and the physioal and social values ot the teaching of 
trampoline. 
Llm.ltatlon 2! the studt. This study WBS limited to 
thirty seleoted rowa seoondary schools With an enrollment of 
over five hundred, whlch offered a unit of trampoline in 
their ourrioulum. The conditions and factors oompiled were 
based upon the rellability at the physical education 
instructors who returned the questionnaires. 
8 
II. PBOCEDURE 
A review of the literature oOl'lcerni~ tbe utilization 
of the trampoline 1n physlcal education programs was made. 
This literature inoluded mater1als ooncerning the general 
philosophY' of the teaohing of trampolln1ng in the ph.ysical 
education program, historical background. of' the trampoline. 
the amount of' injuries whloh occurred While te.•chlng a unit 
on trampoline and the major benefits reoelved by the stu­
dents·when they were exposed to the 'basic skills of' trampo­
line. 
A questionnaire was developed, using the information 
from the experienoe and knowledge of the investigator. The 
questionnaire was validated by a l'esponse from ten secondary 
physioal eduoation teaohers out of twelve selected seoondarY' 
soho01s in Iowa. with an enrollment of 499 or less who teach 
trampoline in their physical education program. 
A letter of transmittal ani the questionnaire were 
sent to teaohers 1n thirty selected Iowa secondary sohools 
wi th an enrollment of 500 or more who teach trampoline 1n 
their phys10al education program. A follow-up letter was 
sent to the teachers of five of these Bchools. ~eBtlon­
naires were reoeived from twenty..nine of the secondary 
teaohers for a total of 96.7 per cent. 
The questionnaire was sent out 11'1 the spring of 1971. 
The data for this stUdT were seoured from the information 
obtained from the questionnaires. 
CHA.l?TER II 
REVIEW OF SIGNIFICANT LITERATURE 
In this ohapter a review of the literature 1s pre­
sented relating to the activity. trampollning. A study of 
thls literature revealed there were two main areas of tram­
pollnlng: (1) the aspeot of OQmpetltlve trampol1nlng, whioh 
Includes a phllosophy of ooaching, bUilding r01ltlnes, and 
the meohanloal analysis of performing skllls; (2) trampo­
linlng as part of the ourrioulum of a physical educatlon 
program whloh lncludes the safety aspeots of trampolinlng. 
the physlcal and sooial values derived from the partiolpa­
tion In trampolln1ng. and the teachlng of the basic skllls 
performed on the trupollne. ThiS study will cover the 
presentation ot the aetlvity, trampolin1ng, for a physioal 
eduoation class as a part of lts currioulum. 
The safety aSi!0~ of tramRoliniPi !n !h! Phlsical 
ed.uoatlon olass. Boott believes that most students have the
• 
same casual manner of ignoring the possibility of danger on 
a trampoline that they show at all other times. But stu­
dents oan be taught proper safety practices and taught to 
adhere to sarety preoautions, just as is done in many other 
10 
phases of a physical education prOgram. l 
McCloy feels that one p~eeaution needs to be oon­
stantly kept in mind, that or safety. This does not mean 
that the trampoline is dangerous.. If it is properly used, 
it is not dangerous. But any pieoe of g;vmn&sium apparatus 
is potentially dangerous if im.properly used or supervised, 
and this applies to the trampoline as well. Always, even if 
the performer is expert, someone should stand ready at eaoh 
end ot the trampoline to •protect , 1n case ot a bit ot care­
lessness. Learners should never attempt to make too rapid 
progress. unde~tak1ng the more difficult stunts before the 
2 
fundamentals ha1fe been thoroughly learned. 
Aooording to Bolzaepfel, the trampoline is an inani­
mate pleae of equIpment unable to injure anyone or anything .. 
The unIntelligent or uninformed misuse by an individual or 
indiViduals causes the criticism. This activity requires 
supervision by an attentive and well-trained physical educa-
J
tlon instruotor. 
Piscopo, a strong proponent of trampoline training in 
1M• Gladys Soott, Journal of the Ame~loan ~8oo1atlon 
for Health, !1Vsloal Eduoa.tian ant'!'Reoreation.. XXIII ( June. 
1952', ill. 
2C• H.. MoCloy, Trampoline TumbllM (st. Louis, 
Missouri: Business com'bOrators, Inc., 1948). Foreword, 
p. 7. 
JD10k Holzaepf'el. IJElementary Trampoline stunts. 11 ~ 
Athletio Journal, XXXIII (october, 1952). 11. 
11 
the schools, contends there 1s the potent1al tor aco1dents. 
Accidents wl11 occur on the trampoline; to expeot 100 per 
oent aCCident-tree lise wOl11d be unreallst1c. But the 
potential hazard 1n the use ot the trampol1ne represents no 
greater threat to safety ot students than football, basket­
ball, or soooer, When performed ln a protess1ohal manner 11'1 
1 
an educatlonal setting. 
With proper superv1sion, trampolin1ng can be a worth­
while activity in sohool physical eduoation olasses, aocord­
ing to Burnette. But it should be taught only in a situa­
tion Where there is adequate supervision and spotting, and 
children should be separated aocording to their ability. 
For poorly coord1nated youngsters, there should. be individual 
2 
1nstruction. 
Clarke warns that the trampollne should not be \lsed 
:3for unsuperv1sed recreatlon. 
Drury and Schm1d feel the trampoline should always be 
sUpel1"'V'lSed by a we11..tra1_d, competent lnstructor. It 
4 
should be kept looked, except when supervised. 
1John P1scopo, "Clues To Safety on the Trampoline," 
Journal ot the American Association tor Healt~, Pb~sioal 
laticat1onana:-ReoreatIon, XXXV!I' {Apii't, 1§66). 5!=~~ •
....;:;:,;;;,;;;;.;,,::--­
2Wil11am E. Burnette, liThe Trampol1ne: F1tness Boon 
or Safety Hazard," Todax'! Health, (May, 1969), 32. 
3Ib1d ., p. J:3 •
..............
 
4Blanche Drury and Andrea Sohmid, ~st1os For 
Women (Palo Alto, Californ1a: The NatloniiPress, 1965), 
p. IS7­
12 
The 'way Vincent feels, the traDlPol1ne presents no 
more safety problems than any other gJ'lDl'l&stlcs event. 
BegInning trampoline 1s probably one of the most safe 
events. There are BG many s1mple, safe skills that can 'be 
learned on the trampolIne that one could teaeh for an ent1re 
semester before even 1ntroducing a complete s0mersault to 
the class. He thinks students should not bounce without 
spotters, and spotters must pay attention to the1r per-
l 
former. 
LaDue and Norman both thInk that only through trampo­
l1ne misuse will accidents occur. They believe the teacher 
is responsible for every stUdent 1n the class, h1s learning 
and his safety. Every aco1dent 1n the gymnasIum is the 
result of the teacher's neglIgence.. The teacher's gymnasIum 
2 
1s the teacher's responsibility. 
AccordIng to Hennessy, safety is a relatIve thing and 
must be incorporated in, and made a pa!'t of every day work­
Ottts.. It must be til part of the every day teaching and 
coaohil'J8 procedure. Be feels 1f rules are made. they must 
be enforced, for it' they are not enforced, they w1l1 be 
broken. To prevent this, one must take the attitude that 
lWI111am Vincent, "Letts Teach Routines-Trampoline," 
TbeModern Q~$t (California: Sundby Publioations, 
January, t9~~p. 20. 
2Frank LaDue and. Jim Norman, Two Seoonds of Freedom (Cedar Rapids, Iowa: IUesen Corporation, 19b~f,p. l~. 
13 
the teaching of safety must be bu1lt into the teaching tech­
niques themselves. It should not be set aside to be read as 
, 1 
a reminder of What not to do. 
For both saf'E'ty andsuocess Keeney argues that the 
most important rules are those whieh ~eal With systematic 
step-by-step learning, With ellphasls on quality. It should. 
be a source of Incentive and. of reassuranoe to know that If 
the learning prooedure is sound. the learning prooess wlll 
2be sate. 
Griswold' s interpretation of safety revolves around 
the teaohing of fundamentals. Be strongly recommends that 
the first few periods of lnstruction embrace nothing beyond 
the discussion and demonstration of fundamental body 
meohanios and practice in the execution of the seven funda­
mental bounces. slngly and in oomblnations. Griswold has 
felt for many ,ears that supervision ls the keystone of 
safety. Unless properly supervised, the novice all too 
often tends to skip lmportant steps in progresslon. that ls. 
attempts exercises for which he 1s unprepared, whlch may 
result in unneoessary phys1cal punishment. The student must 
be strongly cautioned agalnst such procedure, and thoroughly 
1JesB Hennessy, The Tramiol1ne As I See 11 (Hunts­
v111e, Texas: worldwld8""15ubllcat1ons, '""I9'btr:-p. 5. 
2charles J. Keene;sr, Trampollnl~. Ill.ustrated (New 
York: The Ronald Fress Com.pany, 196!; p. 6. 
14 
familiarized With rules and regulations deSigned to prevent 
injury. He should be made to realize the importanoe of 
'touching all the bases.,l 
It is Pisoopo's belief that the element of injury 
sharply increases when somersault turns are introduoed. 
Forward and back somersaults are not fundamental stunts, but 
should be reserved for the skilled or oompetitive performer 
seeking specific coaching. For a physical ed.ucation per­
former the desired outcomes of leg strength, agility, ooor­
dination and balance can be developed through fttn1amental 
2 
routines, excluding full transverse rotary or flip actions. 
Loken feels instructors should remember that the 
dangerous element in trampolining is the illusion of fool­
proofness that 1s oreated by the soft springy bed. Students 
may easily get the feeling that they cannot get hurt. This 
can lead to taking unnecessary chances and result in injury. 
and showing off can be dangerous. If, however, trampoline 
aotivities are closely supervised. these stunts can be 
3 
learned With little or no danger. 
According to Loken, good eqUipment, properly maln­
ltarry	 Griswold, 'l'ram~o],ine Tumbling Tcdal (New York: 
A.	 S. Barnes and Company, 19 ~l, p. 25. 
2piSOOpo, £E. cit., p. 52. 
3Newton Loken, Trampoline Instructor's Gu.ide (Chioago: 
The Athletic Institute', p. ,. 
15 
ta1ned. 1s bas1c to all other safety precaut1ons. l 
The success of the gymnast1cs and trampolIne program 
as a part of the physical eduoation program Benson thinks is 
primarily based upon the proper teaohing of gymnastics 
skills. and the skillful applicat10n of spotting methods and 
2
teohniques. 
Sorenson oontends trampolln1ng is an activity that 
requires good judgment just as driving an automobile 
requ1res good judgment. While learning to perform on the 
trampoline one needs a good supervisor in order to aoquire 
good trampoline judgment just as a good student dr1ver needs 
a oompetent supervisor to help him acquire the good judgment 
3 
neoessary to beoome a sate d;ri'ler. 
To summarize the safety aspeot of trampol1nlng. this 
investigator has used Hennessy's list of safety regulations 
beoause it covers the most oom:rtlon rules of trampolin1ng. If 
these rules are not obeyed by the performer or enforoed by 
the physioal education instructor. the trampoline could 
eventually be eliminated from the physioal education currio­
1Newton Loken and Robert J. Willoughby. com~lete Book 
of GrstiOS (New Jersey. Prentioe-Hall. 11'10 •• 1~61). ­p; 6 .. 
2Jaok Benson. "Spotting as a safety Factor in Gymnas­
tics." The ~!610 9! GYlJ1Wlstics (Wa.shington. D. C.: AAHPER, 
1969). p. :3 .. 
J aill Sorenson. "Is Trampoline Sa.fe?" !h! Magic .2! 
Gymnastics (Washington. D. C.I AAHPBB. 1969). p. 102. 
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ulum. 
Safety reGulat1ons. 
1. The trampoline should never be left unsupervised.2. The trampoline should be kept locked when not in 
use. 
3. Street shoes should not be worn on the trampoline.4. safety	 pads on the frame of the trampoline should 
be prov1ded. 
Only a trampoline 1n good. condition should ever 
be used. 
6. There should be an adequate number of trained 
spotters.
7. Proper spott1ng equipment should be used when 
needed. 
8.	 While spotting, the spotter should never rest
 
the hands and arms on the suspena ion system as
 
an arm maY' be broken should the performer on
 
the trampoline fall.
 
9.	 The spotter should be alert While spotting, watch­
ing the student who 1s jumping.
10.	 The student should learn means of' preventing 
unnecessary minor 1njuries. He should learn 
what not to do as well as what to do. 
11.	 A performer should make a hablt of always climb­
ing Up and down the trampoline. 
12.	 To prevent loss of control, the performer should 
bounce for short periods of time only. 
1,3.	 The stt1dent should knoW' his lim1tat10ns but should 
have conf1denoe. 
14.	 The student should never attempt skills when he 
ls fatigued.
15.	 The student should never engage in ind1scriminate 
bouncing.
16.	 The student should never stagger backward to 
regain his balance.. He shGUld slt down so that 
he wll1 not stagger off the end ot the trampoline. 
17.	 Never should more than one student be on the tram­
poline at one time. 
18.	 Proper learning progression shou.ld be close17 
followed. 1 
19. HGrse play should not be tolera.ted. 
!h! physical and soo~al values 2! trampolining 12 !.!:!! 
lJett Hennessy. Trampolinlms (Dubuque, Iowa: Wm. c. 
Brown Company, 1968). pp. §-fl>. 
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phisi,al eduoa:tl.Qn stQdent. J(Gst1ck thinks the trampoline 
has great benefit to the student of physical educat1on. He 
believes 1t 1noreases cardiovascular condition1ng as the 
heart and lungs work harder. In add.ition to this, trampo­
l1nists 1mprove their balance. ooordination, am. body oon.. 
1 
trol. 
Acoording to Holzaepfel, the :ma1n values derived from 
making trampoline an important part of a physical eduoation 
program are: (1) the physical com1t toning trom prolonged 
periods ot trampolining 1s tremendous, (2) there 1s an 
orientation of time and space involved in trampolinlng, 
(3) the neurc>-musoular ooordination involved makes tor a 
better timed and more rhythmical or ooordinated indiVidual, 
and (4) students in general physical education classes enjoy 
the mental exerc1se in performing one stunt While thinking 
2 
of the next stunt. 
Barris CObtends rebound tumbling 1s of value to the 
physioal education program beoause it adds f11n, 1farlety, and 
interest to boys. and girls. Leara1ng 1s fast and enjoyable 
and it requires no particular skill to meet success; there­
fore, more students are willing to partic1pate in rebound 
lAnd7 Kostick, tIThe Trsmpoline: Fitness Boon or 
safety Hazard," Total'S Health, (May, 1969). 34. 
2Diok Holzaepfel, "Elementary Trampoline stunts," The 
Athletio Journal, XXXIII (october, 1952), 11. 
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1tumbling than in any other aotivity. 
The philosophy of McCloy is that the trampoline 1s 
more than just another device for increasing the fun element 
in the physioal education class. It is a splendid condi­
tioner, and, in addition to this, it 1s one of our best 
pieoes of apparatus for motor education. McCloy maintains 
that on the trampoline, one learns more about spatial 
adaptation, quick reactions to emergencies of balanoe, and 
tine motor timing than on any other gymnastio device with 
2Which he is aoquainted. 
Soott indicates that rebound tumbling oan be used to 
teach ooncentration on the kinesthetic feelings of many dif­
3ferent movements. 
In Mccants' opinion, the kinesthetic value has impor­
tant implications tor teaohing children With law levels of 
neuro-muscular coordination. His study demonstrated that 
general motor performanoe can be improved among mentally 
4 
retarded ohildren through trampoline activities. 
~ioh Harris, !BtSleal Education am. Rebound Tumbllpg 
(Cedar Rapids, Iowasssen Corporation:-r9~t)t p. 4. 
2e• lie MoCloy, Tramr,line Tumbling Today; (New York: 
A. S. Barnes Company, 1962 , p. 101. 
3M• GladY's Soott, Ana3fS1S of Human Motion (New York: 
Appleton-Century-crotts, 196 ,p.-'41. 
4Robert G. Mccants, "The Effects ot a Selected Tram­
poline Program on the General Motor performanoe .of a Group 
of MentalIS" Retarded Children" (unpublished Master's thesis. 
University of Maryland, College Park, Maryland, 1962). 
--------------
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Another v,a1ue the trampoline has to offer the student 
is expressed by Vincent. Rebound tumb11ng, as trampo11n1ng 
is sometimes called, offers a u.n1que opportun1ty to combine 
skills Into simple routines s1noe the strength fltator 1s 
reduced and the skills lend themselves naturally to eont1nu­
1
atlon of movement. 
Hennessy sees the value of the trampoline 1n a d1f­
ferent light. He teels that coaches in varlous sports have 
come to see the value of the trampoline in. their partioular 
field as a means of conditioning, physical development and 
the sharpening of one IS ability to handle his body in terms 
2
of bala.nce, agility and relocation. 
Cole agrees With Hennessy that this 'new look' in 
competitive diVing can be attributed in part to the improve­
ment in the springing qualit1es of our diving boards. How­
ever, much more credit belongs to a relatively new type of 
training activ1t, called rebound tumbling. With the develop­
ment of safety devices and spott1ng methods, rebound 
tumbling has prov1ded divers With a means of improving and 
learning diving teohniques a.m. skills With little ohance of 
lWil11a.m Vincent, "The Trampoline: Fitness Boon or 
Safety Hazard?,ft Tod.alls Health, (May, 1969), 34. 
2Jeff Henness:r. The Tr&1T12oline As! See It,. Second 
Edition (Louisiana: InternatloM! PUbrroation,-r969), 
p. VII. 
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injury.1 
Another value is indicated by LaDue and Norman. They 
believe that in learning skills on the trampoline one will 
develop a strict sense of mental discipline, and this mental 
control has a tremendous carry-over value in every day 
living •2 
In Price's opinion, self discipline, a quality that 
at present supposedly is somewhat rare, most assuredly marks 
3the suocessful gymnast and adds to total fitness. 
According to Millman, the physical educators of our 
country can study the problem by studying the sport. Per­
haps the young will learn gymnastics not as 'thrills and. 
spills' or just doing 'tricks,' but doing something well, 
4
with form and. style, and with grace and pride. 
Wortman thinks that for the physical education class 
gymnastics provides the Participant with movement experi­
ences Which can be found in few other activities. It 
inoreases his ability to relocate after rotations, his range 
~dWard Cole, Dlvl* and Rebound Tumbling (Cedar
Rapids, Iowa: Barnes Pii'6-slilig C:ompany. Inc.. 1960), p. 1. 
2prank LaDue and Jim Norman, Two Seconds .2! Freedom (Cedar Rapids I Iowa: Nissen Corporati on. ~6~ r. p. 17. 
3Hartley Price, "The Unique Contributions of G~ 
nastios To Fhy'sioal Eduoation and Athletios,l1 The M¥ic E! 
Gymnastios (Washington, D. e.: 1969). p. 27. 
4nan Ml11.JMn, "The Art of Gymnastios,11 The Maglc .2!. 
Gymnastios (Washington. D. e.: 1969), p. 83. 
---------------
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of movement. his neuro.muscular coordination. and his move­
1 
ment mechanios. 
In Paria's opinion, the teaching structure of gym_ 
nastics is teaehing the student how to learn. Learning bow 
to learn brings the student closer to the SUbject matter. 
the consequences being total involvement and excitement 
2 
about that which is new. This supports Plaget' s work of 
the development of the indiVidual as "a plea that children 
3be allowed to do their own learning. II 
It is Loken' s be lief that the trampoline. along with 
tumbling, excells among g~stlc aotivities in developing 
4 
the legs. 
Szypula contends that trampollning is a valuable 
aotivity in oomprehensive modern physical education and com­
petitive programs 1n schools. colleges. and clubs. The com­
petition may cOnllst of competing with others or self­
testing.5 
IV. P. Wortmliu'l. liThe Role of Gymnastics in the Seoon­
dary School Curriculum. tt The !Mie 2!. Gl!!l!stles, p. 95 .. 
2Irv1n E. Faria, "Psychologioal Basls ot Teaching 
Methodology, n Tile !Mlc .2t Gl!P!st:tcs, p. 232. 
-'Charles A. Bucher and Mn'a Goldman, Dimensions S!! 
~l~a;.,e~at1on (St .. Louis: The C. V. Mosby Company, 
4mewton Loken. Complete Book 5?!. GH:sties (New 
Jerseyt Prentioe Hall, Ino., 195'91', p.... 
5aeorge 8zypula, BeglnnlM ftamlo11nlng (California t 
Wadsworth Publishing Company, Ino., 1:9 S). p .. 1. 
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In summarizing the values ot the trattlpollne both for 
the teaoher and the stUdent, Sal1ders expresses his idea that 
teaching the tundamentals of trampoline. at almost any age 
level, accomplishes four major goals. He is speaking of the 
development of a kinesthetic sense, oardio-vascular fitness, 
large muscle exerCise, and lastly, a certain psychological 
advanoement 1n the individual. Many ac1:ivlties taught in. 
toda.,.'s physical eduoa.tion programs can oontribute to these 
mentioned areas, but few, it any, can develop allot these 
1 
areas as efficiently as the trampoline. 
I!!! basic tundamentals 5!! trampolinlrs. This inves­
tigator has seleoted. the basic fundamentals of trampolinlng 
from siX of the present best-known authorities on tramp0­
lining. The investigator cannot agree or disagree with any 
of the basic fundamentals, based on proper sequence of 
learning the basic skills of trampollning. It is doubtful 
there 1s one best method of sequence. However, from the 
standpoint of personal experience, the l!I'Testigator would 
tend to keep the a'U'erage or beg1nning phy-sioal education 
partloipant from being exposed to d1ve aotions.. It seems to 
the investigator tha.t Loken. or Keeney may be advocating the 
best and safest method of presentation. 
The six seleoted examples of the fundamental skills 
lFred. B. sanders. Jr., "The Trampoline Event, tt The 
M,ylC .2! Gl!W!!:sttos. p. 123. 
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of trampollning are found in Appendix B. 
Bucher feels the role that we as physical educators 
play in the skill eduoation af boys and girls is pro1:ably 
our most important respons1bility. He maintains that we as 
coaches and physical educators should be proud to be the 
1teachers and the nurtures of skll1. 
lCharles A. Buoher and Myra Goldman, Dimensions E! 
PhlSl0al Eduoation (st. Louis: The C. V. Mosby Company, 
19 9), p. ~27. 
CHAPTER III 
PRESENTATION AND ANALYSIS OF DATA 
A questionna1re was used to obtain the data for this 
study. The data sought from the quest10nnaire were based on 
material f oum in the review of the literature am. on the 
investigator's experience of teaching trampoline. 
A questionnaire was sent to the physioal education 
teachers in thirty selected Iowa seoondary sohools with an 
enrollment of five hundred or more students who teaoh tram­
poline in their physioal education classes. Responses were 
received from twenty·nine secondary physical eduoation 
teachers for a 96.7 per oent return of the total seleoted 
sample. The responses were tabulated and an analysis was 
made from the responses reoeived. In this chapter the data 
will be reported. 
Professional preR!ration ~ teaohipg trampolining. 
Table I indicates that twenty-eight or 96.5 per cent of the 
responden.ts' college major was in physioal eduoation. 
Seventeen, or 58.6 per cent, of the respondents had received 
a trampoline or gymnastios oourse in oollege. 
The four respondents who reported other souroes of 
prOfessional preparation inolude "from high sohool physioal 
eduoation olasses,lt IIthl"ough a student teacher from Iowa 
State Un1versity," "from extenSive Turner training," and 
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TABLE I 
PROFESSIONAL PREPARATION FOB. 'l'EACHIHJ. TBAMPOLINIlG REPORTED
 
BY TWN'!'Y...NlNE PHYSICAL BDUCA'l'ION TEACHERS
 
IN SELECTED IOWA SECONDARY SCHOOLS
 
Ii i 
Professional Number of Per Cent ofPreparation Teachers Teachers 
(N:29)* 
Past gymnastics performer ) 10.) 
G;vmnastics or trampoline course 
1n college 17 58.6 
Attendance at clinics 13 44.8 
Self-taught 13 44.8 
College major 1n physical education 28 96.5 
other 4 13.8 
•fCJl'hls figure totals more thin £wenty-iilne <tue to multiple 
responses. 
ttfrom experienced gymnasts." 
The data 1n Table II show the respondents averaged 
siX and one-half years of teaohing experience 1n the area of 
trampolinlng. One respondent has taught trampollning for 
twenty ,ears. 
Table III indicates that all respondents have 
inoluded trampoline instruction in their school programs for 
more than one year. 
---------------l<"~--
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TABLE II 
NUMBER .OF YEARS OP TEACHIKJ. EXPERIENCE REPORTED BY
 
TWENTY-NINE PHYSICAL EDUCATION TEAClmBS
 
IN SELECTED IOVA SECONDARY SCHOOLS
 
[., i I 
Number ot Number of :Fer Cent ofYears Teachers Teaehers 
1 year 3 10 .. 3 
2-5 years 7 24.1 
6-10 years 13 44 .. 8 
More than 10 ,ears 6 20.7 
TABLE III 
NUlIBEB. OP YEARS TRAMPOLINE INSTRUCTION HAS BEEN INCLUDED
 
IN TIm SCHOOL PROORAK OF TWENTY-NINE sEIECTIm
 
IOVA SECONDARY SCHOOLS
 
Number ot Number of Per Cent of 
Years Teachers Teachers 
1 ;year o o 
2-5 years 12 41.4 
6-10 years 12 41.4 
More than 10 years 5 17.2 
Table IV shows that the majority of respondents teaoh 
traIllPol1nlng for more than ten days. Three teaohers 
presented trampoline "as long as students were interested, 11 
"almost dally. fa and. "once a week. If 
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TABLE IV 
NUMBER OF DAYS TRAMPOLINING WAS PRESENTED
 
BY TWENTY-NINE TltACmmS IN SELECTBD
 
IOWA SECONDARY SCHOOLS
 
Number of Number of Per Cent of' 
Days Teachers Teaohers 
5 days 2 6.9 
6-10 days 17.2 
11-15 days 10 34.5 
More than 15 days 12 41.4 
The data reported in Table V indicate that tram.poline 
is presented most frequently in conjunotion With a unit of 
gymnastics. One respondent has trampoline "available to 
anyone in an open gymnasium. It Another respondent presents 
trampoline to "interested students once a week. U 
TABLE V 
METHOD OF PRESENTIB:Z TRAMPOLINE BY TWENTY-NINE
 
PHYSICAL EDUCATION TEACHERS IN SELECTED
 
IOWA SECONDARY SCHOOLS
 
Number of Per Cent ofMethod. of Teachers TeachersPresentation (N:29)* 
As one of several stations 
within a class period 15 
In conjunction with a 
gymnastics 
unit of 19 65.5 
As an individual aotivity 6 20.7 
Other 2 6.9 
~~19rjgure toiais more £iian· lwenty-nlnefiue £0 mul£{ple 
responses. 
<;11-------------_.­
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Trampoline 1s presented most frequently in the w1nter 
as ind.1ca:ted 1n Table VI. Eight of the respondents start a 
unit of trampoline in the Winter and continue to teach it as 
a spring act1v1ty. 
TABLE VI 
THE BEASON THAT TRAMPOLINE WAS PRESENTED
 
BY TWENTY-NINE TEACHERS IN SELECTED
 
IOVA. SECONDARY SCHOOLS
 
Beason Trampoline Number of Per Cent of 
1s Presented Teachers Teachers 
(N:29)* 
Fall 6 20.7 
Winter 22 75.9 
Spring 9 31.0 
*This figure totals more than twenty-nine erue to multiple 
responses. 
Table VII indicates that the squad method of grouping 
was used. most frequently to'l' teaohlng trampollne. One 
respondent had "glrls' olasses whlch were grouped according 
to swimmers' level, 1.e., three different leTels. 11 Another 
teaoher Ugrouped. the students by oholoe of the student. U 
Teaohl:gg .!!! ! ooeducatlonalbas1s. Twenty-one. or 
72.4 per cent, of the respondents did not teaoh trampoline 
on a ooeduoational basis. Eight, or 27.6 per oent, of the 
respondents did teaoh trampollne on a coednoatlonal basis. 
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TABLE VII 
METHOD OF GROt1PIIG THE T1iAMPOLlNE BY TWENTY.NINE
 
PHYSICAL EDUCATION TEACHERs IN SEIECTED
 
IOWA SECONDARY SCHOOLS
 
Method. of Number of Per Cent ofGrouping Teachers Teachers (N:29)* 
Squad. 22 75.9 
Homogeneously by ability 3 10.3 
Heterogeneously by ability 5 17.2 
other 2 6.9 
'*This figure £ot818 more than twenty.iiine due to multiple 
responses. 
Teaehem use spotters !.!E. trampoline saret,. All 
twenty-nine. or one hundred per oent. of the respondents 
indicated they use "spotters" while they have trampoline 
praotioe. Each respondent reported he used spotters on all 
sides of the trampoline. 
Placing !!! mats surro'l1nd.i§ the trampoline. Twenty­
three, or 79.3 per cent, of the respondents place mats on 
the gymnasium floor. surrounding the trampoline. Six. or 
20.7 per oent, of the teachers reported that they do not 
place mats around the trampoline. 
Number £! persons performlqg £B the trtmpol1ne simul­
taneously. Eighteen. or 62.1 per oent. of the teachers 
----------------
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never allow more than one person on the trampoline simulta­
neously. N1ne. or 31.0 per eent. OCcasionally allow more 
than one person on the trampoline at one time. Two. 01' 6.9 
per Gent. often allow more than one on the trampoline. 
TrAmpoline demonstratiou. Table VIII reveals that 
fifteen, or 51.7 per cent. do not demonstrate the actiVity 
of trampoline. 
TABLE VIII 
TRAMPOLINE DEMONSTRATIONS BY TiKNTY-NINE
 
PHYSICAL EDUCATION TEACmmS IN SELECTED
 
IOWA SECONDARY SCHOOLS
 
Tra.mpoline Number of Per Cent of 
Demonstra.tion Teachers Teachers 
(N:29)* 
Half-time performances at 
basketball. games .5 17.2 
Parent Teacher Association 5 17.2 
Assemblies 8 27.6 
Gymnastio meets J 10 .. 3 
Open House 1 3.·4 
None 15 51.7 
iiiiis ltgiiref0ii1s more than twenE7-nlne ·due tomuttlp!e 
responses. 
The data 1n Table IX show that the safety belt and. 
hand spott1ng are the moat frequently used training aids for 
the difficult skills on the trampoline.. Nine. or )1.0 per 
)1 
cent. used all three training aids: (1) the safety belt. 
(2) hand spott1.ng., and () the overhead. spotting rig. Four. 
or 1).8 per cent, used the safety belt and hand spotting. 
One teaoher has the students praetlce on the tloor with a 
reutber board. one respondent does not use training aids 
because he does not teach the more dIfficult sJl111s. 
TABLE IX 
TRAINII«i AIDS USED FOR DIFFICULT SKILLS BY TWENTY-NINE 
PHYSICAL EDUCATION TEACHERS IN SBLRCTED IOWA 
SECONDARY SCHOOLS 
" 4& 
Training
AIds 
Number of 
Teachers 
: } Sf g 
Per Cent of 
Teachers 
(N:29)* 
safety belt 18 62.1 
Hand spotting 
OVerhead spotting ri
None 
g 
18 
7 
4 
62.1 
24.1 
1:3.8 
Other 2 6.9 
filJ.'hls figure to'taIs 
responses. 
more than' twentY'-nine <iua to multiple 
Table X reveals that the visual aIds most frequently 
used to aid in the instruction of trampolining are bulletIn 
board onarts and d.emonstrat1ons. 
The d.ata	 in Table XI indioate that sooks are the most 
fo.ot- ......r b'U' students while they are pertorm­frequent1Y' use.d ... "".,. " 
)2
 
TABLE X 
VISUAL AIDS USED TO AID INPHYSICAL EDTJCATION TETA~SNSTRUCTION BY TWENrY.NINE 
...w:.a IN SELECTED IOWA 
SECONDARY SCHOOLS 
Ii • 
Visual Aids 
Used to Aid 
Instruot1on 
Number of 
Teaohers (N:29)* 
Per Cent of 
Teachers 
Fllms 
F11.m strips 
Loop films 
VIdeo tape 
Bulletin board charts 
Demonstrat1ons 
None 
? 24.1 
2 6.9 
1 3.4 
3 10.3 
20 69.0 
20 69.0 
2 6.9 
i.Fhls rIiure %ot818 ~ore ti'iin twenty-nine due to multiple 
responses. 
ing on the trampollne. Wearing some type of footwear seems 
to be more sanitary. Some trampolinists wear a sook made of 
terry oloth, whloh is washable, and is usually referred to 
as a tennis sock. 
Nll~be1" 9' tr$mpollnes available !!! schools reporting .. 
Ten, or )4.5 per oent of the respondents, have one trampo­
line in their schools. Eighteen, or 62.1 per oent. have two 
trampolines. one respondent reports having three trampo­
lines. Two teaohers have mini-tramps 1n the1r sohools. 
3.3 
TABLE XI 
FOarWEAR RECOMMENDED BY TWENTY.NINE PHYSICAL EDUCATION 
TEACHERS IN SELECTED IOWA 
SECONDARY SCHOOLS 
! ; : ;-t { : :s_ 
Footwear 
Used Number of Teachers 
Per Cent of 
Teaohers 
(N:29)* 
Gym shoes 0 0 
Bare feet 13 44.8 
Socks 23 79.3 
Gymnastic footwear 10 34.5 
Other 0 0 
*This llgure toters more thin. twentY"'n1ne (lue tomuttlpte 
responses. 
Size E! !!!! ,jUPlpg surface f!! the trall1poline • The 
six feet by twelve feet size Jumping surface of the trampo­
l1ne 1s the most frequently used by teaohers aooording to 
the data reported In Table XII. 
Table XIII 1ndioates that the web bed Is most fre­
quently used for physioal education classes. 
Tipe p"f suspensIon ~ .2!! ~rampollnes. Springs were 
the most frequently used suspensIon on trampolines by the 
physioal education teachers for their classes. Ten, or )4.5 
per oent of the respondents. use rubber cables. Twenty­
three, or 79.) per oent, use springs for suspens10n on their 
tram.polines. 
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TABLE XII 
SIZE OF THE JUMPING- SURFACE OF THE TRAMPOLINE USED BY 
PHYSICAL EDUCATION TEACHERs IN SELECTED IOWA 
SECONDARY SCHOOLS 
Size Gf Jwnplng 
i ; 
Number of Per Cent ofSurface Teachers Teachers (N:29)* 
Flve feet by ten feet 6 
Slx feet by twelve feet 19 
Seven feet by fourteen feet 7 
One foot by one foot, 1.e., 
mini-tramp 2 
: . . . . . . 
"ThIs figure totals more thin twenty-nine due to multiple 
responses. 
TABLE XIII 
TRAMPOLINE BED USED FOR PHYSICAL EDUCATION CLASSES 
BY TWENTY-NINE TEACHERS IN SELECTED 
IOWA SECONDARY SCHOOLS 
Type of Number of Per Cent of 
Trampoline Teachers Teachers 
Bed Used (N:29)* 
1 3/4 inch web 
1 inch web 
1/2 lnoh web 
Solid cotton canvas 
Perforated rubber 
So11d nylon 
responses. 
10 
10 
2 
9 
o 
4 
34.5 
)4.5 
6.9 
31.0 
o 
1).4 
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Safetz.E!9:.!· TwentY... flve or 86 per cent ot the 
respondents, use some kind of safety pads 0l'1 their trampo­
lines. Twenty-th1"ee, or 79.3 per cent, use the recommended 
method of padding the circumference of exposed steel on the 
trampoline. 
Storage .2! ~ tra.m~ollne. None of the respondents 
lea:ye the trampoline sta.nding open when it is unsupervised 
a.s shown in Table XIV. 
TABLE XIV 
SToo.AGE	 OF THE TRAMFOLINE BY TWENTY-NINE PHYSICAL EDUCATION 
TEACHERS IN SELECTED IOWA SECONDARY SCHOOLS 
Storage of Number of Per Cent of 
Trampoline Teachers Tea.chers 
(N:29)* 
folded and locked 20 69.0 
folded 7 24.1 
stored in athletic equipment room 6 20.7 
left standing open o o 
~hls figure tota.!s more tlian twenty-nine due to multiple 
responses. 
Ta.ble XYJ shows that most teaohers reoord progressive 
skills on oharts to inform the students of' their progres­
sion. 
)6 
TABLE X!/ 
METHOD. OF PROOREBSION ON THE TRAMPOLINE REPORTED BY
 
TWENTY-NINE PHYSICAL EDUCATION TEACHERS IN .
 
SELECTED IOWA saCONDARY SCHOOLS
 
;; 
Method of Number of Per Cent ofProgression Teaohers Teaohers 
Pre-post skill test 6 
Progressive skills recorded 
on charts 14 48.3 
None 7 24.1 
Other* 2 6.9 
IPost-tes~ on1;v 
*Subjective evaluation of skills at the beginning of unit. 
Evaluation of prepared routine at the end of unit. 
Kind !?of games played .2!! the trampoline. Eighteen, of 
62.1 per cent of the respondents, do not have games of any 
kind on the trampoline. Fifteen, or 51.7 per cent, have the 
students play add-on games on the trampoline. 
fl!'!S 01 injuries whioh ocour .2!! the trampoline. 
Table XVI reveals that the most frequently reported types of 
injury on the trampoline are mat abrasions. However, two 
respondents do not reoord minor injuries, 1.e •• mat abra­
sions. as they do not require medical attention. Mat abra­
slons occur very often In their programs. One fracture 
oocurred when a student broke into the school and 3umped on 
the trampoline. 
-------------------t ••••••••~... •..•••••  
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TABU XVI 
TYPES OF INJURIES TO STUDENT . . 
BY TWENTY-NINE PHYSICi, :U~:ITBAMPOLlNE. REPORtED 
SELECTED IOWA SECONDARY ~~:tsCBEBS IN 
Type of Nu.mber of 
Injvy lnju.rles reporte4. 
Mat abrasion Too numerous to definitely determine. 
Sprain 7 
StraIn 6 
Dislooatlon 2 
Fracture .3 
Paralysis o 
Death o 
Other* 2 
*Re-Injury of back 
Most injuries reqUired a sbort recovery period before 
physioal education was resumed as shown in Table XVII. 
The most treguent reasons !S. aC,eidents. Teachers 
were asked to rank in order the most frequ.ent reasons for 
accidents on the trampoline in their schools. Three of the 
respondents report they had no acoidents. Two of the 
teachers state they had no aocidents serious enough to rank 
the rea.sons. Three of the teachers failed to answer the 
question. one respondent reports that a loss of privilege 
-

)8 
TABLE XVII 
THE AVERAGE RECOVERY PERIon 
EDUCATION WAS RESUMED APTER :Q~~~y ~OHE .PHYSICAL 
TWENTY-NINE TEACHERS IN SELECT~PORTED BY 
IOWA SECONDARY SCHOOLS 
Average Recovery Number of Per Cent ofPeriod Teachers Teachers 
1-7 days 14 48.) 
2 weeks 1 3.4 
) weeks ) 10.) 
6 weeks 2 6.9 
Other (no time lost) 9 )1.0 
rule was made which prohlbits any student who has an injury 
on the trampoline from performing on the trampoline for the 
remainder of the year. This rule was put into effect 
beoause the physical education teaohers discovered most of 
the injuries reported by the students was an effort to get 
out of some other class. Nineteen of the respondents ranked 
the most frequent reasons for acoidents as follows: 
(1) attempting skills beyond the performer's capability, 
(2) While exeouting a skill, () inadequate supervision, 
(4) inadequate spotting, and (5) faulty equipment. 
Skill being Sfeouted !! the !!!! E! Injur.z. Table 
XVIII reveals that front skills are the most frequently 
reported as the most dangerous skills attempted on the tram­
r-c----------------­
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paline. one respondent reports that the majority of the 
stu.dents were not at the level of' d""i'l'tO'.·. 
'iI ""'0 tront or back S omer­
sault8 t thus he has had no lnjur1es. 
TABLE XVIII
 
SKILL BEING EXECUTED AT THE TIME OF INJURY
 
TWENTY-NINE PHYSICAL EDUCMION TIACBDB~NREPORTED BY 
IOWA SECONDARY SCHOOLS SELECTED 
Skill being Number of Per cent of 
executed injur1es injuries 
Back drop 4 9.3 
Front drop 15 34.9 
Front somersault 4 9.3 
Back somersault 2 4.6 
Folding or moving eqUipment 2 4.6 
Acting as a spotter 4 9.3 
Knee drops 10 23.2 
Other* 2 
-One attempted a one and one-quarter forward somersault. 
Data reported in Table XIX indioate that twenty-six, 
or 89.6 per oent ot the respondents. had over one humred 
students partioipating on the trampoline in their physical 
education classes. One respondent reports havIng fourteen 
hundred students. Other respondents report «'eight hundred," 
"seven hu:ndred. 1f "eleven hundred." and Ilone thousand." 
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TABLE XIX 
NUMBER OF STtJ'DENTS PARTICIPATING IN THE SCHOOL PROZRAM IN 
TWENTY·NINE SELECTED IOWA SECONDARY SCHOOLS DURING THE 
1970-71 SCHOOL YEAR 
7 
Number of Number ot Per Cent of'
students*' Teachers Teaohers 
25-.50 1 3.4 
51-100 2 6.9 
101-200 16 55.2 
More than 200 10 34.5 
iA total of approximately eighty-four hundrea students. 
Table XX indioates that the majority of teachers have 
less than twenty students participating on the trampoline 
Within a physical education olass. 
T.lBLE XX 
NUMBER OF STUDENTS PARTICIPATING ON TEE TRAl-iPOLINE
 
IN PHYSICAL EDUCATION CLASSES IN TWENTY-NINE
 
SELECTED IOWA SECONDARY SCHOOLS 
Q 
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General opini on .2!. ! trampoline ~ .2! studl. The 
general opinion 1s favorable that a trampoline unit of study 
should be included 1n the physioal eduoat10n currioulum. 
One respondent feels she has not taught trampoline long 
enough to make a bona fide evaluation. Another respondent 
would favor a trampoline unit if she had good standard 
equipment available. One respondent thinks that trampoline 
helps develop balanoe and 00ordinat ion, 'but due to the 
dangers at this piece of equipment, and the supervision it 
requires, she does not go into diffioult skills. One 
respondent maintains that the trampoline is in use all day 
in her hlgh school, although only a brief introduotory unit 
demonstrating simple skills is given tor one week. 
Twenty-seven, or 9).1 per cent of the respondents, 
favor a trampoline unit of study in physical education. Two 
or 6 II 9 per cent of the respondents, do not favor a trampo­
line unit of study in the physioal education curriculum. 
Ma jar benetits the trampoline has 12 offer students. 
Physioal education teachers were asked to l1st the major 
benefits Which they feel the trampoline offers students. 
The benef1ts listed by the respondents may be found in 
AppendiX C. Coordination was listed by fifteen of the 
teaohers as a major benefit. Nine respondents feel balance 
Four of t·he respondents feel that diving and1s benefioial.
 
body oontrol are improved by use of the trampoline.
 
-

SUMMARY, CONCLUSIONS, AND RECOMMENDATIONS 
The purpose of this study was to investigate the 
utilization of the trampoline in seleoted secondary schools 
in Iowa and to determine the oond1tions under whicl the 
actiVity, trampo11ning, is ~esented to the Iowa high school 
physical education student. 
This study involved: (l) the teaching backgrou.nd of 
the trampoline instructors, (2) the type of equipment used 
in presenting trampoline. (3) the number of injuries 
recorded a.nd the causes for them. (4) the general opinion of 
a unit of trampolining, and (5) the major benefits the tram­
poline has to offer the physical edueation student. 
Further, it wa.s the purpose of this study to secure perti­
nent data needed to inform teachers and school admlnistra­
tors of the merits of the utilization of the trampoline in 
the physlca.l education program far seoondary schools. 
S!!!!'IJ'!!!!l. This study was aocomplished through a 
questionnaire sent to physical education teachers in thirty 
selected secondary schools in Iowa with an enrollment of 
five hundred or more. The questionnaire was validated by 
ten physical education teachers in selected Iowa secondary 
sehools w1th an enrollment of f our hundred. and ninety-nine 
or less. A total of twenty-nine replies were received for a 
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97 per oent return. The data from the questionnaire were 
reported in Chapter III. 
A reltiew of the literature was made to reveal the 
presentatIon of the activity, traJ1lpolin1ng, for a physical 
education class as part of its curriculum. 
Conclus 1oq.s.. Af'ter tabulating the results of this 
study, it is this investigator's conclusion that the 
physical educat10n teaohers in the twenty-nine selected Iowa 
secondary schools are professional1-Y' prepared to present a 
un! t of trampolin1ng to the high school physical education 
student. 
ill twenty-nine teaohers seem to be aware of safety :~. 
"1' 
When theY' teach trampolining to the physioal education stu­ :J 
dents. They use spotters, safety pads around the frame of 
the trampoline, floor mats surrounding the trampoline, and 
training aids to prevent potential injuries. They take pre­
'~ 
cautions when storing the trampoline by making it unavail­ I 
able to the students. Most injuries appear to be minor 
injuries: thus very little physical education is lost due 
to injuries on the trampoline. 
The majority of the teachers use some methai of pro­
gression. They reoord progression, use visual aids and do 
demonstrations to oreate interest for the student. 
Present1ng a unit of trampolining to the high sohool 
students in the physical eduoation olasses 1s a very favor· 
able, safe, enjoyable aotivity for the physioal eduoation 
teachers in twenty-nine selected Iowa secondary sohools. 
Recorrunendat1ons. Atter a survey of the twenty-nine 
selected Iowa secondary schools. it 1s this writer's recom­
mendat10n that: 
1.	 All secondary schools should present a unit of tram­
palining to their students. 
2.	 Teachers should familiarize themseIves with proper 
progression and insist that students adhere to 
this sequence of learning. 
3.	 Some form of students' progression should be 
recorded as a method of grading or student self... 
evaluation. 
4-. The trampoline should have: (a) safety pads cover­
ing the frame. (b) teacher supervision, (c) proper 
spotting, and (d) floor mats surrounding the tram­
poline	 when in use. 
5.	 A trampoline should be folded and locked when not in 
use. 
6.	 Adminlstrators and teachers with a negative attitude 
should be informed at sohool conventions, in­
service meetings, snd orientation meetings of the 
physioal and soola1 values of a unit of trampo­
lining in the physioal education currioulum as 
well as the relative safeness of trampolinlng. 
4 
From the writer's exper1ence, and from the results of 
this study, 1t is reoommended that a competitive regulation 
type trampoline not be used for physical education classes. 
It is further reoommended that teachers do not progress past 
the basic fundamental skills of trampolln1ng w1thin a 
physical eduoa.tion class, a.nd do e:r.elud.e all forward. or 
baokward ninety-one degree to three hundred am. sixty degree 
lateral axis rotation, 1.e., f11p aetion skills. 
'I 
*I 
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APPENDIX A 
DEFINITION OF TERMS 
Add .2!! - Add on 1s a game played on the trampoline 
where each person must do what the preceding person did and 
then add on a skill. 
Air mindedness ... Air mind.edness is an awareness of 
one's position with relation to the trampoline bed, or some 
other fixed object. 
Aroh .2!!! - Arch out is fa position in which the body 
is bent baokwards or hyper-extended. 
Arm aotion ... Arm aotion is the movement of the arms 
during	 performance. 
Back drop - A back drop is landing on the back. 
~ pullover - A baok pullover 1s a three-quarter 
back somersault from baok take-off to feet. 
Beat ... A beat ls to be in rhythm wlth the movement of 
the trampoline bed. 
Bed _ A bed. is usually a reotangular fibrous woven 
-
suspended area on whioh skills are performed. 
Be11l dro,;e ... A belly drop ls landing on the stomaoh. 
Belt ... A belt refers to a safety or spotting belt. 
~ 
Blind ... A blind skill is one whioh does not allow 
sighting of the trampoline until just before landlng. 
Bottom ... Bottom is when the bed comes to a sudden 
stop. 
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BUild up - A bul1d.-up Is a serles of preliminary 
bounees to obtain helght. 
Cast - Cast 1s to lose one I s alignment with the tram­
poline. 
Center .2! gravltl - The center ot gravity is 'the 
point around. whioh the weight 1s evenly 'balanced. 
Crash dive - A ora.sh dive is a layout front dive 
posit10n w1th last seoond. bend at h1ps to back landing. 
Dismount - A dismount 1s the last skill 1n a routine 
or a manner in which one gets otf of the trampoline. 
Dorso-ventro aXis - Dorso-ventro axis Is the l1ne 
through the abdomen from tront to back on whioh the bady 
rotates. 
Double bounce - A double bounce 1s when one performer 
assists another by he Iping to depress the bed. 
Drop - A drop 1s a la.nd.lng or a distance between com­
pletion of a skill and the landing on the bed. 
Execntlon - Execution 1s the performance of a skill 
or group of skills in terms of meohanical procedure. 
Feel - To feel is a knowledge of the sensatIon 
a.s6oo1ated with the execution and termination of a skill. 
Foot thrust - Foot thrust 1s the pushIng aotion of 
i1rii 
one's feet against the bed that gives his body desired rota­
tion .. 
Form - Form 1s the appearance with whioh a performer 
exeoutes Q skill or routine. 
--------.
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Frame ... Frame refers to the metal frame on which the 
trampoline bed 1s suspended. 
Frame pad - Frame pad is the protective padding on 
the trampoline frame. 
Free - Free denotes that the body position ean be of 
one t Ii choice (tuck, pike. layout, or puoked) and/or a eom­
bination of several. 
Front drop - A front drop is a landing position on 
the stomaoh. 
Pull - A full is a back somersault With one tWist. 
Fundamental bounce - A fundamental bounce is starting 
from the teet. landing on the feet With no somersault 
action. 
Ga1n - To gain is to travel forward on the trampoline 
bed during the execut10n of a skill. 
Good teet - Good feet 1s to keep the feet together 
and pointed. 
Hand belt _ A band belt is a safety belt held by hand 
with pieces of rope. 
Hand spot _ Hand spot is the assistance given by a 
spotter to the performer by use of the hands to insure 
safety. 
Handsanrl knees droE - A hands and knees drop is 
landing on the hands and knees simultaneously. 
1... the distanoe above the trampolineHeight ... Height >:3 
in Which one performs. 
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~ bed .... A hot bed iaB trampoline bed w1th extreme 
rebounding aot1on, 
l!! - In is the beginning part ota skill. 
Jerk - A jerk is a sudden unnecessary movement by the 
performer during the performance or a skill or routine. 
Jerk is also a side pull1ng motion of a trampoline bed. 
K1ll - Kill 1s to stop bou.ncing by flexing tb;e knees 
and absorbing the rebounding action of' the trampoline bed. 
Kip - A kip is a move trom back drop position, the 
body is piked, and the legs and body are extended up in an 
arch and fo;rward. The legs are then brought down as head 
and shoulders push the bed, Rotation 1s forward, 
Knee drop: - A knee drop 113 a landing position on the 
knees. shin and instep flat on bed with back straight and. 
upright, 
Land1M - Landing 1s when performer makes contact 
with the trampoline. 
Lateral axis - Lateral axis is a line through the 
ut .. ... • .....-.-..­
hips (from s ide to side) on wh1ch the body rotates (somer­
sault) • 
Lalout - A layout 1s a stretched body position with 
no forward bend. 
Lean - Lean is a term used to designate the position 
t t 
of the boiy 1n relation to a lln.e perpendloular to the bed 
of the trampoline ~ 
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Lift - Lift, used as an adjective, describes the 
faoilitY' with whioh height oan be atta1ned on 1 
a g ven bed. 
This is proportioned to the weight of the bed plus the lack 
of air resistanoe of the bed. L1ft, used as a verb, 
describes the action of attaining height. 
LO;gei - Long is when the body rotates too far around 
the lateral axis and landing 1s past the intended point of 
oompetition. 
Longi tudinal aXis - Longi tudlnal axts is a line 
through the body (from head to foot) on whioh the bodY' 
rotates or twists either left or right. 
Lose - Lose is to travel baokwards on the trampoline 
bed during the execution of a skill. 
Loose ~ - A loose bed 1s a trampoline bed that has 
a slow rebounding action. 
Loose tuck - Loose tuck is the body position where 
the body is in intermediate posl tlon between tuck and pike. 
Lost _ Lost Is losing one fS awareness in relation to 
the tralllPollne While performing a skill. 
Min1-tramp _ A mini-tramp 1s a oircular or square 
metal frame with a 11ghtweight bed suspended bY' rubber or 
spring oables, 1.e., miniature trampoline. 
l'1ount _ A mount is the first skill of E1 routine or 
the manner in ~h1oh one gets on a trampoline. 
--------91
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OVer - Over is when the body rotates too far around 
the lateral axis and. landing 1s past the 1ntended p01nt of 
competition. 
Pike - Pike is the body Position bent at the waist 
w1th legs stra1ght and hands grasp1ng behInd the legs 1n the 
area of the knees. 
Pike .J.!!!E - A pike jump 1s a free bounce with body 
bent at the hips t legs together, straight and parallel with 
the bed. 
'pirouette - A pirouette is tWisting while doing a 
free bounee. 
Press - Press is to use steady force in pushing the 
legs and feet together. 
Punch - Punch is to push the bed strenuously for 
maximum lift. 
Radius !2! fiuatlon - Radius of gyration is the dis­
tance between the eenter of rotation and the outer 
extremity. 
Rebound tumbl1ng - Rebound tumbling is the sport of 
performing skills on a trampoline. 
Relooate _ Relocate 18 the ability to find the tram­
poline t by sight, after having lost sight during the perfor­
mance of a skill. 
_ 
· bed means to be in rhythmRide the Ride the
---......-
bed 
~ 
With the movement of the trampoline bed. 
'11
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Rota.te - Rotate is revolving around an axis. 
Routine - A routine is a. prescribed 
number of skills 
which are done consecutively. 
safety ~ - A safety belt 1s a belt designed to 
support the performer while he is learning skills which 
rotate around the lateral axis. 
SaIto - A saIto is one oomplete body revolution 
around the lateral aXis, front or back. 
~ drop - A seat drop is landing on the bed in a 
sitting position, legs straight, hands by the side. 
Set - A set is a series of maves.
-
Shock cords - Shock cords are elastic cords used to 
suspend the bed on the frame of the trampoline which gives 
the rebounding action that lifts the performer. 
Shoot - Shoot is an explosive extension of the legs 
from a tuck position to a pike or layout. 
Short - Short is when the body does not, rotate far 
enough around the lateral axis a.nd the landing Is less than 
the intended poInt of oompletion. 
Slow bed _ A slow bed. 1s a trampoline bed that has a. 
.;;;.;;;..;;;,,;.;;. ­
Slow rebounding aotion. 
Solid bed _ A solid bed 1s a trampoline bed made from
--.;;.,;;;;,;;;;,.­
one piece or material. 
SRot - spot 1s to Perform in one localized area of 
the bed, to focus the e"lWltM on J~e one nartloular objeotY- or to 
protect another performer. 
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spotter - A spotter is a person who protects or. 
spots 
the performer • 
Spri¥ - A spring is Q coiled metal device used to 
suspend the bed on the frame of the trampoline which gives 
the rebound action that lifts the performer. 
sgueeze - Squeeze is the term used to tuok or pike 
tightly. 
Stomach drop - A stomaoh drop is landing on the 
stomach. 
Straddle ,Jump - A straddle jump 1s a free bounce wl th 
the body bent a.t the hips, legs straight. spread sidewards 
and parallel with the bed. 
Stretch - Stretch is to extend the Whole body In suoh 
a manner as to be rigid with toes pointed. 
swlpg or swingtlme - SWing or swlngtlme 1s the actton 
of doing one skill right after the other With no free 
bounce. 
Swivel hlps .... SWivel hips conslsts of a seat drop, 
one half turn, and Ii seat drop. 
TraMpoline .... A trampoline 1S a piece of apparatus 
consisting of reotangular fibrous woven mat suspended by 
springs or shook cords attached to a stationary rectangular 
base. 
.... Tuck is a body position with knees bent, hipsrruok 
flexed. and hands grasping legs beloW the knee. 
--
--------.
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Tuck .Jump - A tuck jump is a free jump w1th knees 
bent, hips flexed, and hands grasping legs below the knee. 
Turn table - A turn table is one complete body 
revolution around the dorso-ventro axis in a prone Position. 
left or right. 
Twist - A tWist is one complete boor rotation around 
the longitudinal axis, left or right. 
web bed - A web bed consists of fibrous woven straps 
usually made of nylon which is suspended by springs or shock 
cords from the frame of the trampoline. 
Whip ~ - A whip back is a fast low back somersault 
in a layout position. 
Work in - Work in means to precede a skill with 
another skill with no free bounce between. 
Work out - Work out is to follow a skill With another 
skill with no free bounce between skills. 
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APPENDIX B 
Six selected examples of the fundamental skills of 
tr.ampo11nlng are: 
Example A 
1. l\iount a.nd dismount 
2. Feet bounce 
J. Seat drop 
4. Swivel	 hips 
5. Knee drop 
6. Front drop
 
'7. Back drop
 
8. Bent dive 
9. Back turn over 
10.	 Front dive
 
1
11. cradle
Example B 
1. Mount and dismount 
2. Bouncing correctly 
3. The seat drop 
4. The knee drop 
5. The front drop 
ID10k Holzaepfel. uElementary Trampoline stunts, 11 ~ 
Athletio Journal,. XXXIII (ootoher, 1952) t 11. 
6216. The back drop 
Example C 
1. Mounting and dismounting 
2. Straight bouncing 
J. Hands and knees bounce 
4. Knees bounce 
5. Seat drop 
6.	 Front drop
 
2
7. Hands bounce 
Example D 
1. Fundamental	 bounce 
2. Kill the bounoe 
J.	 Change of direction (twist 1s to the left from the 
bed) 
4.	 Change of direction (tWist to the left while in the 
aIr) 
5. Seat drop or seat bounce 
6. Knee drop or knee bounce 
7. Hands and knee drop or hands and knee bounce 
8. Front drop or front bounce 
9. Baok drop or baok bounoe 
10. Tuck jump 
Iprank I.a.Due and Jim Norman, Two seoonds E£ FreedO~ 
(Cedar Rapids. Iowa # Nissen corporatIOn, 196~), pp. 1:9-3. 
2Larry Griswold and Glenn. Wilson, Tr1llnpolin~ i:U6~11ng !2iaz (New York: A. S. Barnes company, 1970), pp. 5 - . 
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11. straddle jump 
12. SWivel hips (twist is to the left) 
13. Cradle 
14. SWingtime and add_ane l 
Example E 
1. BasIc bounoing 
2. Half pirouette boun.cing 
3. Full pirouette bouncing 
4. Tuok bounoe 
5. Pike bounce 
6. Seat drop 
7. Flltont drop 
8. Baok drop 
9. Knee drop 
10. Half twist to back drop 
11. Half twist to front drop2 
Example F 
1. Bounolng 
2. Knee ... break stop 
J.	 Variety bounces (swan. tuck, pike, open pike, closed 
pike and straddle pIke) 
1Jeff Hennessy, Tr~u;o11nIM (Dubuque, Iowa: 14m. c. 
Brown Company. 1968), Pp. '1 -JHt 
2Newton Loken and Robert Willoughby, Complete Book .2!. 
Gf:Mst10l!l (New Jerseyt Prentloe-HAIl, Ino .. i959L pp. 63­
g .. 
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4. Sit - drop 
5. Hands and knees drop 
6. Knee drop 
7. Straight - knee baok drop 
8. Front drop 
9. Kick out back drop 
10. Back pUl~overl 
lChuck Keeney. TrBmiOlin1M Illustrated. (New York: 
The Ronald Press Company. 9g1), pp. 7-30. 
--
.2,­
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APPENDIX C 
MaJor	 benef1ts !!!! tram;eOllne nas i! offer the stu­
dents. The following are the major benefit'" th t 1 
g e rampo ine 
has to	 offer the students as listed by the physical educa­
tion teachers reporting in the questionnaire. 
1. Learn control of body. 
2. A	 student can easl1y see h1s progress.
3. Preparation for diVing - fun. 
4. Good physical conditioning - legs and. shoulders.5. Development of kinesthetic sense ani balance. 
6. Diving skills practice.
1. Coordination skills. 
8.	 It 1s a ohallenging and versatile piece of equip­
ment. 
9.	 Develops such skills as coord1natlon, balance, 
flexlbility and strength. 
10. Good. conditioner - helps coordination, balance. 
11. Activity other than major sports. 
12. Coordination. 
13. Variation of aotivity.
14. Breath control. 
15. Porm. 
16. Gain in self-confidenoe and self-control. 
17. Poise and coordination. 
18. New aotlvl t;r-adds zest to the phySical eduoation. 
19. Impraves balanoe. ooordlnation. 
20. A	 consid.erable amount of exeroise in a short time. 
21.	 The students have a great deal of interest in the 
activity .. 
22. High amount of exerolse 1n small amount of time. 
23. Develops sense of balance and body. 
24. They enjoy it. 
25. Enj oyment • 
26. Challenge.
27. Carry-aver for other aotiv1ties.. . t other­
28.	 Exerc1se for hea.vy g1rls that they oan It ge
 
Wise.
 
29. Aids in learning baok handspring:. confidence in 
30.	 Develops endurance and helps glv 
aohieving e skill. .. areas of gymnas­31. Big girls who are afrakid10·f :i~~r jump on the trampo­
tics equipment and s is1 
line. 
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32.	 Sense of aocomplishment when one learns tront or 
back flip.
33. Kids think it is great fun. 
34. Improves general fitness - it is also fun.35. Greatly improves relocation awareness. 
36.	 Improves self-image - it 1s an activity almost all 
students can do. 
37. Ability to handle one self in unusual position.
38.	 Chance to achieve or attempt to aohieve various 
degrees of stunts. 
39. Comitioning and f 1tneas. 
40.	 Girls experience body movement in different 
"med1um" i.e., resilient·mat-a1r. 
41. Practioe skills used in gymnastics.
42.	 Girls, poor in gymnastios, often experienoe suooess 
in trampoline work. 
43. Fun. 
44. Awareness of safety.
45. Conf'idenoe. 
46. Coordination and agility.
47. A means to fitness: usage of musoles, etc. 
48.	 Self-satisfaction: most can at least experience 
basic skills. 
49.	 Analysis of skills: seem to pick up quiokly how to 
help each other on basic skills. 
50. Body control. 
51. . Corditloning.
52. Improves jump1ng ability.
53. Development of ooordination. 
54. New skills. 
55.	 Diversion from. normal phys1cal educa.tion aotivi­
ties. 
56. Confidence in skills and self. 
57. Balance of' indiVidual. 
58. Increases awareness of spacial relationships. 
59. Chanoe tor ohallenge - thrill. 
60. Build-up tor diving.
61. Rhythm and timing. 
62. Inorease in leg strength.
6). Improvement of body oontrol. 
64. Helps improve balance - kinesthetic awareness. 
65. Aids in teaohing diving.
66. Fun oha1lenge to student .. 
67. Development of kinesthetio sense. 
68. Sooial interaotion (fair pla.y and sharing). 
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APPENDIX D 
LETTER OF TRANSMITTAL 
Des Moines, Iowa 
Dear physioal Eduoation Teacher: 
As a physical education teacher, I am doing a 
graduate research project as a partial requirement for the 
degree. Master of Science in Eduoation at Drake University. 
The study wlll concern the various faoets of trampolining in 
a physical education class. 
To seoure sufficient data, it is necessary to ask 
physical education teachers in the secondary sohools in the 
State of Iowa with enrollment over 500 to oomplete the 
questionnaire. Nelthar the names of the instructors nor the 
names of the schools will be reported. 
Would you comply by oompleting and returning the 
attached questionnaire, using the self-addressed, stamped 
envelope? 
Please complete and return the questionnaire at your 
earliest convenlence. Would. you please make comments in the 
spaoes provided following each question? 
Thank you for your cooperation. 
Yours truly. 
Earle W. Duggan 
Perkins Sohool 
4301 College
Des Moines. Iowa 50311 
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APPENDIXE 
QUESTIONNAIRE 
FACTORS AND CONDITIONS WHICH AFFECT THE ORGANIZATION AND 
SUPERVISION OF TRAMPOLININGIN THE PHYSICAL EDUCA.TION CLASS 
1.	 What is your baekground in teaohing trampollning? 
Please check each one used. 
a.	 past gymnastics performer 
b.	 gymnastios or trampoline
 
course in college
 
c.	 attendance at clInics 
d.	 s.elf-taught 
e.	 other (explain) 
2 •	 How many years have you taught trampoline? 
3.	 Was physical education your major area of professional 
preparation? 
no__Y6S _ 
4.	 How many years has trampoline instruction been inoluded 
in your present sohool program? 
a.	 1 year 
b. 2-5 years
 
o • 6-10 yetU's
 
d.	 other (explain) 
5.	 How many d.ays of trampol1ning were t.aught during the
 
1970-71 school year?
 
a.	 5 days 
b.	 6-10 days 
c.	 11-15 days
d.	 other (explain) 
6.	 How 1s trampo11n1ng presented? 
a.	 as one of several stations withi 
class period	 11. a 
b.	 in conjunction With a unit On .
 
gymnastics
 
c.	 as an individual activity 
d.	 other (explain) 
7.	 When is trampolining presented? 
a.	 Fa.ll 
b.	 Winter 
o.	 Spring 
8.	 What is your method. of grouping while participating on
 
the trampoline?
 
a.	 squad 
b.	 homogeneously by ability 
c.	 heterogeneously by ability 
d.	 other (explain) 
9.	 Is the activity trampolining presented to the student on 
a ooeducational basis? 
No.__Yes
--­
10.	 Do you use lfspotters fl wh1le you have trampoline praotice? 
Please check ea.ch one used. 
a.	 all sides of the trampoline 
b.	 end of the trampoline 
o.	 sides of the trampoline 
d.	 trampoline spotting tables 
e.	 none 
the	 gtrm"'''''''ium floor. surrounding11.	 Do you place mats on " u.,..g 
I the trampoline? 
I	 11.0......_­yes.............­
I 
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12.	 Do you allow more than one person on the trampoline 
s 1multans ously? 
a. never 
b. occasionally 
c. often 
1).	 Do you demonstrate the activity by: Plea.se check each 
one used. 
a. half-time performances at basketball games 
b. P.T.A. demonstrations 
e. assemblies 
d. other (explain) 
14.	 What train1ng aids do you use far the mare difficult 
skills? Please check each one used. 
a. sat'ety belt 
b. hand spotting 
e. overhead spotting rig 
d. none 
e. other (explain) 
15.	 What visual aids are used? Please oheck each one used. 
a. fi1m.s 
b. film strips 
c. loop films 
d. Video tape 
e. bulletin board charts 
f. demonstrations 
g. none 
h. other (explain) 
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16.	 What kind of footwear do the students use while per­
forming on the trampoline? Please check each one used. 
a. gym shoes 
b. bare feet 
o. socks 
d. gymnastic footwear 
e. other (explain) 
17.	 How many tra.mpol1nes does your school have available? 
a. one 
b. two 
c. more than two (explain) 
18.	 What is the size of the jumping surface of your trampo­
line? 
a. 5 feet x 10 teet 
b. 6 feet x 12 feet 
e. 7 feet x 14 feet 
d. othe,r (explain) 
19.	 What type of trampo11ne bed do you have? 
a. 1 3/4 inch web 
b. 1 inch web 
e. 1/2 inoh web 
d. so11d cotton canvas 
e. perforated rubber 
r. solid nylon 
20.	 What type or suspension do you have? 
a. rubber cables 
b. springs 
c. other (explain) 
~.. 
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21.	 Does your trampoline have safety pads? 
a.	 on the ends of the trampoline 
b.	 around the entire frame of the
 
trampoline
 
e. none 
22.	 How do you store the trampoline when it is not in use? 
a. folded a.nd. locked 
b. folded 
c. stored in athletio equipment room • 
d. left standing open 
e. other (explain) 
2].	 What method do you use to show the student's progres­
sion? 
a.	 pre-post skill test 
b. progressive skills recorded on oharts 
c. none 
d.	 other (explain) 
24.	 What kinds of games do you play on the trampoline? 
a.	 follow the leader 
b. add-on or taok-on 
c. none 
d.	 other (explain) 
25.	 What type of injuries have you had on the trampolIne 
during	 the 1970-71 school year? 
Number E! injuries 
a.. mat abrasion 
b. sprain 
o. strain 
d. dislooation 
e. fracture
 
f'. paralysis
 
g. death 
h. other (explain) 
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26.	 What was the averMe recovery period required. before 
physical educatIon was resumed, following an. accident? 
a. 1-7 days
b. 2	 weeks 
e. 3	 weeks 
d. 6	 weeks 
e. semester
 
~. other (explain)
 
27.	 Rank in order the most frequent reasons for your 
aocidents. Example: If inadequate .spotting has caused 
the most accidents. mark it 1. If faulty equipment has 
caused the 2nd mostaeold.ents, mark it 2, etc. 
a. inadequate supervision 
b. inadequate spotting 
e. faulty equipment 
d.	 attempting skills beyond the performer's
capability 
e. while executing a skill 
f. other (explain) 
28..	 If a skill was being executed at the time of injury,
 
please give the number of inj'!ll"les on eaoh skill.
 
Number 
a. baok drop 
b. f'ront drop 
o. front somersault 
d. baok somersault
 
e.. foldi ng a,r moving equipment
 
f. aotlng as a. spotter 
g. other (explain) 
29..	 How many students partio1pated. 1n your 1970-71 school
 
year trampoline program?
 
a.. 25-50 
b. 51-100 
o. 101-200 
d. other (explain) 
•
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JO. w~t is the greatest number Of students part1c1
nCl t1l"1O' at one time?	 .t""'" ''0 
a. 1-10 
b. 11-1.5 
e. 16-20 
d. other (explain) • -
Jl.	 What is your genera.1 op1nion of a trampo11ne unit of 
study in physica.l eduoat1on? 
a.. favorable 
b. unfavorable 
c. no opinion
d. other (explain) 
J2.	 Please name two or three major benefits the trampoline 
has to offer the stUdents. 
1. 
2.
 
).
 
If you desire a cOPY' of the results of this study,
 
please indicate by a check
 a 
1
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APPENDIX F 
A questionnaire regarding the utilization of the 
trampoline in selected secondary sohools of Iowa was sent to 
the physical eduoe'ion teachers of the following sohools: 
1. Bettendorf High School 
2. Boone High School
 
3 • Boone Hig h School
 
4. Burlington High School 
5. carroll. Kuemper High School 
6. Cedar Falls High Sohool 
7. Cedar Rapids. Kennedy High School 
8. Cedar Rapids.	 Regis High Sohool 
9. Clinton High	 School 
10. Coune11 Bluffs, Lincoln High SChool 
11. Davenport, Central High School 
12. Davenport, West High School 
1).. Des Moines. East High School 
14. Des Moines. East High Sohool 
15 .. Des Moines. Hoover High Sohool 
16.	 Des Moines, Hoover .H1gh school 
North High School17.	 Des fr1oines. 
North High School18 .. Des Moines. 
North High Sohool19. Des Moines.
 
20 .. Des Moines. St. Joseph's Aoademy
 
21. Des Moines.	 St. Joseph'S Academy 
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22. Des Moines. Technioal High School 
23- Estherville High Sohool 
24. Harlan High School 
25. Marshalltown High School 
26. Ottumwa High School 
27 _ Urbandale High School 
28. Waterloo. West High School 
29. West Des Moines. Valley High School 
30. West Des Moines, Valley High Sohool 
